Coherence dynamics of excitons and continuum excitations in InP
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The coherent response of excitons and low-energy continuum excitations has been determined in InP at 5 K using spectrally resolved four-wave mixing employing 40 fs pulses in a self-diffraction geometry. The excitons were studied under simultaneous excitations with free carriers of density $10^{15} < N < 10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$. Excellent agreement between experiment and a simple theory based on excitation induced dephasing is obtained for an exciton dephasing rate which varies as $N^{a}$ with $a \approx 0.5$ in the density range. The sublinear dependence is suggestive of carrier-exciton screening effects; however, a variation in exciton oscillator strength and/or phase-space filling effects may also be contributing to the density dependence of the four-wave-mixing signal. For the continuum excitations we spectrally resolve the influence of LO phonons on continuum dephasing. Below the threshold for LO-phonon emission by electrons we determine a dephasing rate of $\sim 8$ ps$^{-1}$ at $N=5 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$; for states just above the threshold for LO-phonon emission, the dephasing rate is $>13$ ps$^{-1}$, our resolution limit. [S0163-1829(99)06024-5]

I. INTRODUCTION

The coherent dynamics of carriers in semiconductors has been extensively investigated during the past decade. Since the pioneering work of Schultheis et al., who observed the coherent response of excitons in GaAs, degenerate four-wave mixing (FWM) has become the technique of choice to investigate coherent exciton and continuum dynamics. Much of that research has focused on excitons in both bulk and quantum-well structures, because the dephasing time of excitons is typically 1 ps and the coherent dynamics can be easily resolved with nominally 100-fs pulses. Exciton-exciton interactions (i.e., many-body effects) have been demonstrated to have a strong influence on exciton dynamics. Relatively few experiments have investigated the effects of exciton-continuum interactions on coherent exciton dynamics, although, since the work of Schultheis et al. it has been known that the dephasing rate of excitons increases substantially in the presence of free carriers due to exciton-carrier scattering. Recently, experiments have been performed with such short optical pulses that it is possible to excite mutually coherent excitons and continuum excitations simultaneously with the same pulse. Under such conditions the exciton dynamics appear to be significantly different than that observed by Schultheis et al., which were obtained with narrower bandwidth excitation and an incoherent free-carrier population. The intriguing feature of the exciton dynamics is an apparent violation of the uncertainty principle: the FWM coherent emission is spectrally narrower than the excitation pulse yet occurs only for temporally overlapped excitation pulses.

Within the context of the semiconductor Bloch equations (SBE), if the exciton dephasing time is independent of density one expects a coherent interaction to produce emission for pulse separations up to the exciton coherence time which is related to the inverse of the linewidth. An explanation for the apparent violation of the uncertainty principle has been discussed in terms of a model for exciton-continuum interactions, which is referred to as excitation-induced dephasing (EID). EID was originally proposed to explain effects of exciton-exciton interactions on exciton dynamics, and it was shown that screening plays a role in determining the density dependence of the dephasing. For EID involving exciton-free carrier interactions, this model has been primarily used to explain results qualitatively. The EID mechanism appears to be most important at low excitation density, although this has not yet been explained adequately by the simple EID model.

In this paper, we present results of spectrally resolved (SR) and spectrally integrated (SI-) FWM experiments which investigated both exciton and continuum dephasing dynamics in InP at 5 K following excitation by 30–50-fs pulses centered at 1.46 eV. In particular, exciton FWM experiments have been conducted as a function of free-carrier density, and analyzed in terms of the density dependence of EID. In many previous analyses of exciton EID results, the exciton-carrier scattering rate was assumed to be linearly dependent on excitation density, but we find that as the free-carrier density is increased from $10^{15}$ to $5 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$, a sublinear (approximately square root) variation is observed, possibly reflecting screening effects on exciton-carrier interactions as well as exciton oscillator strength.

We also report results on the dephasing of near-band-edge continuum states. Compared to excitons, little is known about the dephasing mechanisms of continuum excitations, ostensibly because the dephasing times are typically tens of femtoseconds or less and are difficult to resolve temporally. The first measurements of continuum dephasing rates in a semiconductor were carried out on GaAs with 620-nm pulses of 6-fs duration. These pulses excited continuum states with energies of the order of several hundred meV and over a bandwidth of $\sim 200$ meV. Dephasing was assigned to screened carrier-carrier interactions, and occurred on a time scale near the pulse resolution limit. The authors reported that the dephasing rate varied with free-carrier density $N$ as $N^{-3}$. Since the energy of an electron or hole state determines whether certain phonon emission events, including those involving intervalley transfer, can oc-
cur, it is not clear that all states within such a large excitation bandwidth should have the same dephasing rate. Indeed, experiments have now shown that the continuum dephasing rate is affected by several scattering channels. However, to our knowledge the effect of a simple mechanism such as phonon emission on continuum dephasing has not been spectrally resolved.

In Sec. II we give details of the experiments. This is followed in Sec. III by results and discussion of FWM experiments. In Sec. IIIA we compare the exciton dynamics to predictions of an EID model with a density dependence of the exciton-carrier scattering rate. In Sec. IIIB the continuum dephasing rate is investigated over a range of energy which allows us to discern the onset of LO-phonon emission by electrons. Section IV summarizes our results.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The SR- and SI-FWM experiments were performed in a self-diffraction geometry on a 0.3-μm-thick sample of intrinsic InP. A heterostructure consisting of the thin InP layer and a 0.5-μm stop-etch layer of InGa1-xAs was grown on an InP(100) substrate. The InP film was isolated from the heterostructure by performing a two-step chemical etch procedure that first removed the InP substrate and then removed the stop-etch layer. The film was van der Waals bonded to a sapphire substrate and held at 5 K. The band gap of InP at 5 K is 1.42 eV, and the exciton binding energy is 5 meV. The experiments employed a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser producing ~40-fs pulses tunable from 1.46 to 1.55 eV. Figure 1 shows a low-resolution (3 meV) transmission spectrum of the InP sample (taken with a white light source) and the laser spectrum. In a degenerate FWM experiment, the laser beam is split into two approximately equal amplitude beams, with wave vectors \( \mathbf{K}_1 \) and \( \mathbf{K}_2 \), which are focused onto the sample by the same lens \( (f=50 \text{ cm}) \). The FWM signal diffracted into the direction \( 2\mathbf{K}_2 - \mathbf{K}_1 \) is spectrally resolved with a monochromator (1.3-meV resolution) and detected with a photomultiplier tube. The diffracted spectrum is measured as a function of time delay \( \tau \) between the two pulses.

To investigate the EID diffraction mechanism, the exciton density was intentionally kept very low by tuning the laser to 1.46 eV, which is well above the exciton resonance. Therefore FWM diffraction mechanisms that are nonlinear in exciton density (e.g., free-induction decay and local-field effects based on exciton-exciton interactions) should be much weaker than the EID mechanism.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows SR-FWM data as a function of delay \( \tau \) for an (electron-hole) excitation density \( N = 1 \times 10^{15} \text{ cm}^{-3} \), and clearly illustrates the apparent violation of the uncertainty principle. Note that \( N \) is always much larger (~100x) than the density of excitons. There is no detectable emission at the excitation energy (1.46 eV). Rather, the coherent emission is centered at the exciton energy and is approximately 1 meV wide. The spectral resolution is only 1.3 meV, so the width and spectral profile cannot be determined precisely. A spectral width of 1 meV implies a dephasing time greater than 500 fs, but clearly no emission occurs for pulse separations greater than the 40-fs pulsewidth. Figure 3 shows the same data as a contour plot. The exciton feature is similar to that observed at low density, but the spectral width is larger as expected. [The modulation structure that appears on the exciton peak as a function of time delay in Figs. 2 and 3 is not understood at this time.] There is also a contribution from the continuum states near the excitation energy; this will be discussed in detail below. The main point we wish to make here is that the exciton and continuum contributions do not have the same density dependence. We have verified that the continuum contribution scales as \( N^3 \), which is expected in the small signal (i.e., \( \chi^{(3)} \)) limit. The difference in density scaling of the exciton and continuum signals is related to differences in the diffraction mechanism for the two contributions.

The density dependence of the exciton emission was investigated in a low resolution SR-FWM experiment. The monochromator was tuned to the exciton energy (1.415 eV)
and the resolution set to 13 meV, which allowed the entire exciton emission bandwidth to be detected while filtering out the continuum contribution. In Fig. 4, the integrated exciton emission is plotted versus $N$, and exhibits a nearly linear dependence. Clearly this is very different from a cubic dependence which is typical of FWM in the small signal limit.

The apparent violation of the uncertainty principle as illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3, has been reported in other semiconductors, and interpreted as a coupling of continuum and exciton polarizations. However, the EID mechanism, which is based on incoherent exciton-carrier scattering, has been known to affect exciton dephasing since the work of Schultheis et al. Below, where we concentrate on the density dependence of exciton FWM results, we offer an interpretation only in terms of an EID model.

A. EID model

A simple model of exciton EID due to exciton-carrier scattering was presented by Wehner, Steinbach, and Wegener and Birkedal et al. We use the same basic model but employ a different assumption for the density dependence of the exciton dephasing rate. Since the EID model is presented in detail elsewhere, we only outline it here. Fur-
The important features of the EID model are (i) the exciton dephasing rate is a function of excitation density, and (ii) the carrier density is spatially modulated. The phenomenological dephasing rate $\gamma_x$ is assumed to depend on $N$, as a result of exciton-carrier scattering. Before we discuss our model for exciton-carrier scattering, we determine the dependence of the EID mechanism under the assumption that $\gamma_x$ varies linearly with $N$, i.e.,

$$\gamma_x = \gamma_0 + \Gamma_0 N. \quad \text{(3)}$$

The parameter $\Gamma_0$ is proportional to the exciton-carrier scattering cross section. The polarization amplitudes and $E(t)$ are taken to be slowly varying with a reference frequency equal to the exciton resonance frequency (i.e., $\nu_x = 0$, but this does not imply resonant excitation of the exciton). We take $f_x \ll 1$, since the sample is excited well above the excitation bandwidth of the excitation.

Analytic expressions can be obtained by assuming the excitation pulses are short compared to the dephasing time, and can be approximated as $\delta$ functions, i.e., $E_1(t) = A_1 \delta(t + \tau)$ and $E_2(t) = A_2 \delta(t)$. The dominant terms in the rate equation for $P_x^{(1)}$ are

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} P_x^{(-1)} = \frac{\mu_x A_2}{\hbar} \delta(t) - (\gamma_0 + \Gamma_0 N^{(0)}) P_x^{(-1)}, \quad \text{(9)}$$

which assumes that the amount of power diffracted is small compared to the amount transmitted (i.e., $P_x^{(-1)} \approx P_x^{(-3)}$).

The solution of the rate equation for $P_x^{(-3)}$ is

$$P_x^{(-3)}(t) = \Gamma_0 N^{(-2)} \frac{\mu_x A_2}{\hbar} t e^{-(\gamma_0 + \Gamma_0 N^{(0)}) t} \Theta(t), \quad \text{(10)}$$

where $\Theta(t)$ is the Heaviside function. The diffracting exciton polarization increases in time initially and then decays with a time constant determined by the dephasing rate. The emission spectrum due to EID is obtained by a Fourier transform and has a squared Lorentzian profile. The total diffracted power $J$ at the exciton energy due to EID is given by

$$J \propto \int_0^\infty |\mu_x P_x^{(-3)}(t)|^2 dt, \quad \text{(11)}$$

yielding

$$J \propto \frac{1}{4} (\Gamma_0 N^{(-2)})^2 A_2 \mu_x^4 (\gamma_0 + \Gamma_0 N^{(0)})^3. \quad \text{(12)}$$

Thus $J$ is not a simple function of density (with $A_1 = A_2$ corresponding to our experimental situation; note that $N^{(-2)} = N^{(0)}$ even though a simple approximation was used for the exciton scattering rate in Eq. (3)). In some respects this result is unexpected because the EID term contained within Eq. (4) is proportional to $E^3$ and one would expect $J \propto (N^{(-2)})^3$. However, the temporal behavior of $P_x^{(-3)}(t)$ is not so easily seen from Eq. (4). The density dependence in Eq. (11) results from the fact that diffracting polarization density must be “burned into” the exciton polarization density over time [see Eq. (10)].

The dependence of $J$ on delay $\tau$ is determined by solving the rate equation for $N^{(-2)}$. From Ref. 21 we obtain

$$f_k^{(-2)} = \mu_x^2 A_1 A_2 e^{-i(\nu_x - \nu_{k1} - \nu_{k2}) t - \gamma_k \tau} \Theta(\tau) \Theta(t - \tau) + \Theta(-\tau) \Theta(t), \quad \text{(13)}$$

which then gives

$$N^{(-2)} = \sum_k f_k^{(-2)} = \mu_x^2 A_1 A_2 e^{-\gamma_k \tau} \Theta(t) \delta(\tau). \quad \text{(14)}$$

Thus the EID mechanism is only operative for pulses which possess some temporal overlap. Since a density grating is required for the EID mechanism, the two pulses cannot be orthogonally polarized. The exciton scattering rate is assumed to depend only on carrier density and not on the carrier’s angular momentum.
Figure 4 shows a fit of Eq. (12) to the experimental data. A linear dependence of the scattering rate with $N$ gives poor agreement at low $N$. However, as was done by Becker et al., for free carriers we now consider that over the density range of interest to us $\gamma_m$ has the functional dependence:

$$\gamma_m = \gamma_0 + aN^m = \gamma_0 + \Gamma(N), \quad 0 < m < 1.$$  

(15)

In this case $\Gamma$ has spatial Fourier components, since $N$ does [see Eq. (8)], with

$$\Gamma = \Gamma^{(0)} + \Gamma^{(2)} e^{i(k_1 - k_2) \cdot r} + \Gamma^{(-2)} e^{i(k_2 - k_1) \cdot r},$$  

(16)

and the expression for exciton FWM must be modified to

$$J \propto \frac{1}{4} \frac{\left(\Gamma^{(-2)}\right)^2 A_{k_2}^2 \mu_x^4}{(\gamma_0 + \Gamma^{(0)})^3},$$  

(17)

with

$$\Gamma^{(-2)} = \frac{1}{\text{vol}} \int \Gamma(N) e^{-i(k_2 - k_1) \cdot r} d\mathbf{r},$$  

(18)

where the integral is taken over the excitation volume (vol). As noted following Eq. (12), for light pulses with the same amplitude the spatial modulation of $N(N_{(\pm 2)})$ is the average value of $N(N_{(0)})$. From Eqs. (8) and (18) and for $m = 0.5$, we obtain $\Gamma^{(-2)} \propto N^{0.5}$. Excellent agreement between the experiment and calculation is indeed obtained for this $m$ value $(0.05)$, for which the exciton-carrier scattering rate scales as $\sqrt{N}$. We now consider possible origins of such a density dependence.

The scattering rate for an exciton interacting with free carriers depends on the strength of the screened Coulomb (monopole-dipole) interaction and the occupancy of final scattering states for the carriers. In the low-density (below that considered here) and high-carrier temperature regime one can ignore phase-space filling and screening effects of the carriers and obtain that the total scattering rate is proportional to $N$. This underlies the basis for EID mechanisms considered by others. As the carrier density increases one might expect to observe a deviation from this behavior for one or more of the following reasons: (i) a Fermi distribution replaces a Boltzmann distribution for $f_k$; (ii) phase-space filling becomes important as $(1-f_k)$ approaches zero; and (iii) the interaction matrix element is a function of density because the Coulomb interaction is screened. Immediately after excitation $f_k \ll 1$ [the electrons (holes) are injected with $>40$ (10-) meV average excess energy] and most likely remains small during most of the exciton coherence time since the most effective mechanism for carrier cooling, viz. LO-phonon emission, can only influence carriers with greater energy (see the remarks on continuum dephasing below). We therefore anticipate that screening of carrier-exciton interactions will be the most important effect and lead to a sublinear dependence of scattering rate on density. A $N^{0.3}$ variation of the screened nonequilibrium carrier-carrier scattering rate was deduced by Becker et al., and substantiated by Young et al. A complete picture of the screened carrier-exciton interaction would be more difficult to achieve since it is highly dependent on the dynamics of the screening process and details of the evolving nonequilibrium carrier densities. Finally, our densities are also sufficiently high (the intercarrier separation is as low as 20 nm, comparable to the exciton diameter) that one might also expect a density dependence of the exciton oscillator strength through screening of the bound electron-hole interaction. This would affect the variation of $J$ with $N$. Our experimental results do not permit a determination of the relative contributions of all the effects outlined here, and more extensive FWM experiments examining, e.g., temporally and spectrally resolved amplitude and phase of the FWM signal may have to be carried out.

Note also that the form of the density dependence of $\gamma_0$ is only chosen for mathematical simplicity, and not meant to suggest a particular mechanism. However for an exciton-carrier scattering rate which scales as $N^m$, Eq. (16) allows the ratio $a/\gamma_0$ to be determined. For $m=1$ the ratio was determined to be $0.16 \times 10^{-15}$ cm$^3$, (indicating that the exciton dephasing rate would have increased by a factor of $\sim 8$ over our density range), whereas with $m=0.5$ the ratio was determined to be $0.89 \times (10^{-15}$ cm$^3)^{0.5}$ (indicating a factor of $\sim 4$ increase). The spectral resolution was too low to determine the exciton dephasing rate accurately at low density.

B. Continuum dephasing

The dephasing rate of continuum states near the band edge was investigated by analyzing the SR-FWM data shown in Fig. 3. The peak of the continuum emission clearly occurs at a later delay than the peak of the exciton emission because the two signals arise from different diffraction mechanisms, EID in the case of the exciton emission, and a photon echo emission in the case of the continuum. The feature we wish to call attention to here is the distortion of the contours at high energy and long delay times. The evolution of the FWM spectrum is shown more clearly by spectral cuts through the SR-FWM surface at delays $\tau = 25, 25, 100$ fs which are shown in Fig. 5 along with the laser spectrum. All spectra have been normalized to unity at the peak of the continuum emission for ease of comparison. It
above 1.46 eV. To estimate the average carrier energies, the curves become asymmetric as the delay increases, the distortion change shape so dramatically at a long delay. Since the spectrum for two energy ranges (solid curve is for energies below 1.46 eV and the dashed curve is for energies above 1.46 eV) is shown vs delay. The SI-FWM signal using 1.51-eV pulses is indicated by the series of solid dots.

should be pointed out that the shift of the emission spectrum to lower energy than the excitation spectrum is the result of larger interband polarizability (Coulomb enhancement) at lower energies. Its effect is largest near the band edge. Erland et al. showed that the FWM spectrum from an inhomogeneously broadened transition can become distorted for long delays due to interference of different frequency components. However, we have verified by calculation that for our case the FWM spectrum would be symmetric about the peak of emission for all delays. If the dephasing rate were constant over the entire energy range, the spectra would not change shape so dramatically at a long delay. Since the spectra become asymmetric as the delay increases, the distortion is attributed to faster dephasing of continuum excitations above 1.46 eV. To estimate the average carrier energies, band-gap renormalization (BGR) must be taken into account. The BGR is estimated to be ~7 meV. Therefore, electrons excited from the heavy-hole (HH) band have an energy of 41 meV and the hole energies are 6 (HH) and 19 meV (light-hole). The plasmon energy for \(N = 5 \times 10^{16} \text{ cm}^{-3}\) is ~8 meV, too small to account for the increased dephasing rate above 1.46 eV. The LO- and TO-phonon energies are 41 and 38 meV, but TO-phonon emission is symmetry forbidden for electrons near the center of the Brillouin zone (Γ valley). Since the holes do not have enough energy to emit TO or LO phonons, the increased dephasing rate is attributed to LO-phonon emission by electrons.

From the decay of the emission versus delay, the polarization dephasing rate can be estimated. Temporal slices through the diffraction surface for 1.435, 1.455, and 1.475 eV are shown in Fig. 6(a). Clearly the decay is very rapid for all energies. However, decay constants should only be extracted from spectrally integrated measurements, since spectrally resolved results can be affected by interference effects. The SR-FWM results were numerically integrated, from the band edge up to 1.46 eV and from 1.46 eV to the high-energy extreme of the spectrum, to analyze the decay constants above and below the threshold energy. The results are shown in Fig. 6(b). To minimize the effect of pulse width convolution, the decay constant is extracted from the data for delay \(t > 100 \text{ fs}\). For \(h \omega_e < 1.46 \text{ eV}\), the echo decay time is 30 fs, which is close to the resolution limit with 50-fs pulses (the leading edge of the echo has a 22-fs rise time). A line with a 30-fs decay constant is shown in Fig. 6(a) for comparison to the SR data, which are affected slightly by interference. Since the emission is a photon echo, a 33-ps\(^{-1}\) decay constant corresponds to a polarization dephasing rate of \(1/\gamma_p\), the echo decay rate, or \(\gamma_e \approx 8 \text{ ps}^{-1}\). Because the echo decay time constant is comparable to the pulse width we have assessed the influence of pulse width on the decay constant. In particular the SBE were used for a distribution of electron-hole pair states with an energy distribution quadratic in the wave vector \(k\).

Calculations were performed using 1000 points in \(k\) space from zero to 500 \(\mu\text{m}^{-1}\) in 1-fs steps up to 1 ps. The pulse intensity was assumed to have a sech\(^2\) temporal profile with full width at half maximum of \(\tau_p\). The pulse width and dephasing rate were varied to optimize agreement with the experimental results. By inspection, the optimal parameters were determined to be \(\tau_p = 55 \pm 5 \text{ fs}\) and \(\gamma_e = 12 \pm 2 \text{ ps}^{-1}\). The numerical results indicate that the echo decay rate may be larger than the 33 ps\(^{-1}\) derived directly from the data. The decay rate for the trace above 1.46 eV is not resolved from the pulse profile, and therefore a phonon emission rate cannot be obtained directly from a comparison of the dephasing rates above and below the threshold energy. This is mainly due to the noise level rather than the bandwidth of the pulses; at \(\tau = 100 \text{ fs}\) the signal is essentially at the noise level.

The value of the dephasing rate is not the significant result here. More important is the fact that the dephasing rate is observed to change abruptly in SR-FWM below a threshold of 1.46 eV, and that this threshold is clearly related to the onset of LO-phonon emission by electrons. The ~33-ps\(^{-1}\) decay constant cannot be entirely ascribed to an artifact of the pulse shape and/or convolution effects. The continuum dephasing rate is therefore at least 8 ps\(^{-1}\) below the threshold for LO-phonon emission by electrons at a carrier density of \(N = 5 \times 10^{16} \text{ cm}^{-3}\). Dephasing rates for continuum excitations in bulk GaAs have been reported at similar excess carrier energy and density. Wehner et al. measured a continuum dephasing rate of 20 ps\(^{-1}\) in GaAs by FWM with 15-fs pulses. In other reports, continuum dephasing rates of 5 ps\(^{-1}\) were measured with 100-fs pulses. At much higher photon energy and higher carrier density than the experiments reported here, the continuum dephasing rate in bulk GaAs was measured by FWM with 6-fs pulses to be 25–50 ps\(^{-1}\), and to be a function of carrier density. Continuum dephasing rates have also been measured from FWM experiments in modulation-doped quantum wells and quantum-well structures. Unfortunately these authors did not estimate the influence of pulse convolution effects on the continuum dephasing rate.
Since the dephasing rate above the LO-phonon emission threshold was not resolved with 50-fs pulses and SR-FWM detection, an attempt was made to resolve the decay with SI-FWM and shorter pulses at higher energy. SI-FWM experiments were performed with 30 fs pulses centered at 1.51 eV at a density $N = 8 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$, and are shown in Fig. 6(b). The decay rate of the SI-FWM trace is 50 ps$^{-1}$, implying a continuum dephasing rate $> 13$ ps$^{-1}$. Therefore, the LO-phonon emission rate is estimated to be at least 5 ps$^{-1}$. The LO-phonon emission rate in InP is calculated to be 10 ps$^{-1}$ using the expression for polar-optical-phonon scattering, and a value in the range 14–20 ps$^{-1}$ has been estimated from photoemission experiments.

Finally, Fig. 3(b) clearly indicates that continuum emission peaks at earlier times for lower energies and approaches that associated with the exciton emission. This trend has been verified over a broad range of densities. Since EID emission peaks at zero delay (this defines when the density grating amplitude is maximum) while the photon echo response is characterized by a delayed peak, our result may offer evidence of EID contributions from continuum states near the band edge. This may not be entirely unexpected since a Coulomb enhancement of the absorption edge appears in linear optical processes for excess carrier energies of several meV. Further work will be carried out to investigate this aspect of coherent continuum dynamics.

### IV. CONCLUSIONS

The coherent response of InP at 5 K has been investigated over a 140-meV range near and above the band gap, using spectrally resolved and spectrally integrated four-wave mixing with 30–50-fs pulses. For excitation near the band gap, excitons were excited simultaneously with a large bandwidth of continuum excitations. The emission from excitons is consistent with an excitation-induced dephasing mechanism. The dependence of the diffracted power on excitation density was shown to be nearly linear from $1 \times 10^{15}$ to $5 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$, and not cubic as would be the case for free-induction decay. A simple model of coherent exciton dynamics based on a square-root dependence of the exciton dephasing rate on carrier density was shown to explain the results over a wide density range.

The coherent dynamics of continuum excitations associated with the light- and heavy-hole valence bands and the electron conduction band were investigated from the band edge up to 140 meV above the band gap. The continuum dephasing rate increases abruptly at the threshold energy for LO-phonon emission by electrons. Below this threshold energy, the dephasing rate was determined to be $\sim 8$ ps$^{-1}$ at a density of $5 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$. Above the threshold energy, the dephasing rate was not resolved at this density with 50-fs pulses. By using perpendicularly polarized 30-fs pulses and spectrally integrated detection, the dephasing rate was estimated to be at least 13 ps$^{-1}$ for the continuum states above the phonon emission threshold. This is the first report of an increased continuum dephasing rate associated with LO-phonon emission.
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